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Abstract—A dialogue system will often ask followup clarifica-
tion questions when interacting with a user if the agent is unsure
how to respond. In this new study, we explore deep reinforcement
learning (RL) for asking followup questions when a user records
a meal description, and the system needs to narrow down the op-
tions for which foods the person has eaten. We build off of prior
work in which we use novel convolutional neural network models
to bypass the standard feature engineering used in dialogue sys-
tems to handle the text mismatch between natural language user
queries and structured database entries, demonstrating that our
model learns semantically meaningful embedding representations
of natural language. In this new nutrition domain, the followup
clarification questions consist of possible attributes for each food
that was consumed; for example, if the user drinks a cup of milk, the
system should ask about the percent milkfat. We investigate an RL
agent to dynamically follow up with the user, which we compare to
rule-based and entropy-based methods. On a held-out test set, as-
suming the followup questions are answered correctly, deep RL sig-
nificantly boosts top five food recall from 54.9% without followup
to 89.0%. We also demonstrate that a hybrid RL model achieves
the best perceived naturalness ratings in a human evaluation.

Index Terms—Reinforcement learning, convolutional neural net-
work, semantic embedding, crowdsourcing, dialogue system.

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY’S AI-powered personal digital assistants, such as
Siri, Cortana, and Alexa, convert a user’s spoken natural

language query into a semantic representation that is then used
to extract relevant information from a structured database. The
problem with these conventional approaches is that they often
rely heavily on manual feature engineering and a set of heuris-
tics for mapping from user queries to database entries. There is
a fundamental mismatch between how people describe objects,
and how the corresponding entities are represented in a struc-
tured database. For example, when a person describes the food
they have eaten, they are likely to say they had a slice of “toast,”
rather than a piece of bread. However, the matching entries in
a food database are various types of “bread, toasted,” which
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is not an exact word match, and to complicate matters further,
there are numerous other potential database matches, including
French toast, toasted cereal, and toasted nuts or seeds. Histor-
ically, researchers have dealt with this text mismatch through
tokenizing, stemming, and other heuristics.

To avoid this pipeline of text normalization and word match-
ing database lookup, we instead take the approach of feeding
raw input to neural networks, and allowing the models to learn
to handle the text mismatch internally. We demonstrate that neu-
ral models learn semantic representations of natural language,
in order to map from a user’s query to a structured database.
Instead of parsing a user query into a semantic fame and trans-
lating it into a SQL query, we instead let the neural model learn
on its own how to transform natural language input and database
entries into points in a shared vector space, where semantically
similar entities lie close to each other.

As the first instantiation of this research, we apply our models
to the nutrition domain. Diet tracking has gained popularity
recently, as many Americans have begun trying to eat more
healthy to counteract the rising obesity rate in the United
States [1], [2]. According to the CDC, 39.8% of US adults in
2015-2016 were obese, leading to an estimated medical cost of
$147 billion in 2008.1 However, existing mobile applications for
food logging are often too tedious for people to use consistently,
requiring entering one food item at a time, so they give up
without reaching their diet goals.2 Two possible solutions are
bar code scanning of packaged products and computer vision to
determine nutrient contents from a photo of a meal. We propose
a complementary approach to simplify the food logging process
even further with natural language: a user describes their meal
verbally, and the system automatically determines which foods
(and nutrients) they ate.

In this work, we explore the difficult task of mapping a natu-
ral language meal description to a set of matching foods found
in the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) food
database. The huge search space3 presents a challenge for search
algorithms that aim to find the correct USDA food—it is almost
impossible to pick the right food from a single user input. Thus,
the system needs to ask followup clarification questions to nar-
row down the search space (see Fig. 1 for an example dialogue).
However, the system should not ask too many questions of the
user, since that renders the system unusable. The followup ques-
tions must also be intuitive for humans (e.g., the system should

1https://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/adult.html
2A WSJ article cites research that shows MyFitnessPal users who come within

5% of their weight goal will log their food, on average, for six consecutive days,
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Fig. 1. In this sample dialogue, the AI agent asks a followup clarification
question about the brand of oatmeal.

not ask about percent milkfat for vegetables), so the system needs
to learn which attributes are reasonable to ask, for which foods.
Hence, we must balance food recall with efficiency and ease
of use—suitable for applying the reinforcement learning (RL)
framework.4

We use supervised learning to train the initial food ranker [3];
however, when asking followup questions, it is unclear which
order is best at each turn of the dialogue. We do not know ahead
of time whether the questions asked will yield the optimal rank-
ing until the dialogue is complete, and at the same time, we wish
to finalize the ranking as quickly as possible to avoid annoying
the user with excessive questioning. Thus, we investigate deep
RL that relies on a reward function for determining the best or-
der of food attributes to ask in order to narrow down the top-500
USDA hits as quickly as possible, while keeping the correct
match ranked highest.

In our setup, we train a deep Q-network (DQN) to predict
Q-values (i.e., the expected sum of future rewards) for actions
(i.e., food attributes, such as the brand). In our experiments with a
logistic Q-function, we verify that the DQN learns better value
functions than linear approximators, as shown previously [4],
[5]. The agent selects the question with the highest Q-value and
asks the user to select the correct option for that attribute. The
current ranked list of USDA hits gets updated accordingly, the

and other users for only three days: https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-reasons-
why-you-should-keep-a-food-journal-1463419285.

3There are 5,124 food entries in the Standard Reference subset that we use
and 215,557 branded food products.

4Our RL reward function favors short dialogues (ease of use) and followups
that lead to the correct food (high recall).

new state is fed to the Q-network to determine the next best
action to take, and so on, until the dialogue ends when there are
no more questions left or fewer than five USDA hits remaining
in the top-n ranked list.

We compare the RL agent to a rule-based model and an
entropy-based solution. In addition, in some tasks, expert knowl-
edge can help guide machine learning models (e.g., intuitively,
it makes sense to ask how much milkfat is in milk, but not caf-
feine for vegetables). With this motivation in mind, we explore
a new hybrid model for combining expert-engineered solutions
with deep RL. We discover a tradeoff between asking fewer
questions and achieving high food recall. Evaluated on humans,
the rule-based model has fewest turns and lowest recall, while
entropy has the most turns and highest food recall. Hybrid RL
achieves a balance between the two, with 4.15 turns on aver-
age, 89.4% top-5 recall, and significantly better frustration and
naturalness ratings.

The primary contributions of this work are:
1) Learning a shared semantic embedding space with a novel

end-to-end neural network architecture, to map directly
from natural language queries to structured database en-
tries without manual feature engineering.

2) New, unpublished application of deep reinforcement
learning to a novel, real-world dialogue task in the nutri-
tion domain: narrowing down USDA food matches, given
a user’s meal log, by asking clarification questions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. CNNs for Sentence Matching

While in our work we learn embeddings for USDA food en-
tries through CNNs, recent work [6] has analyzed the relative
strengths of various other sentence embeddings, including av-
eraging word vectors learned with the continuous-bag-of-words
method [7], LSTM auto-encoders [8], and skip-thought vectors
based on gated recurrent units (GRU) [9]. Our approach differs
from these in that we use a CNN rather than recurrent networks,
and we learn the vectors through a domain-specific binary verifi-
cation task for predicting whether a USDA food entry matches a
meal description. While we do investigate RNNs, the reason we
chose a CNN for our task is because it requires fewer parame-
ters and is faster to train, while achieving similar performance,5

and allow us to inspect the learned convolutional filters for in-
terpretable patterns.

Similar work in learning joint embeddings for two differ-
ent modalities or languages have explored a margin-based con-
trastive loss. For ranking annotations given an image, prior work
directly incorporated the rank into the model’s loss function,
along with a hinge loss between true and false annotation sam-
ples [10]; similarly, a margin-based loss was used to learn a
joint multimodal space between images and captions for cap-
tion generation [11], [12], and sentence/document embeddings

5For both semantic tagging and database mapping, we have found that using
the same architecture, but with an LSTM instead of a CNN, does not perform
quite as well. For example, the Breakfast task for database mapping only achieves
61.8% top-5 recall with an LSTM, whereas our CNN model yields 64.8% top-5
recall.
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were learned through a multilingual parallel corpus with a noise-
contrastive hinge loss ensuring non-aligned sentences were a
certain margin apart [13]. Other related work predicted the most
relevant document given a query through the cosine similarity
of jointly learned embeddings based on bag-of-words term fre-
quencies [14].

Many researchers are now exploring CNNs for natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). For example, in question answering,
recent work has shown improvements using deep CNN models
for text classification [15]–[17] following the success of deep
CNNs for computer vision. Whereas these architectures take in
a simple input text example and predict a classification label,
our task takes in two input sentences and predicts whether they
match. In work more similar to ours, parallel CNNs predict the
similarity of two input sentences. While we process each input
separately, others first compute a word similarity matrix between
the two sentences (like an image matrix of pixels) and use the
matrix as input to one CNN [18]–[20].

Attention-based CNN (ABCNN) has also been proposed for
sentence matching. ABCNN [21] combines two approaches: ap-
plying attention weights to the input representations before con-
volution, as well as after convolution but before pooling. Our
method is similar, but we compute dot products (our version
of the attention scheme) with the max-pooled high-level rep-
resentation of the USDA vector. Hierarchical ABCNN applies
cosine similarity attention between CNN representations of a
query and each sentence in a document for machine compre-
hension [22]. Thus, the attention comes after pooling across the
input, whereas we compute the dot products between each meal
token and the learned USDA vector. Finally, Korpusik et al. re-
cently investigated CNNs for dialogue state tracking [23] and
candidate response selection [24].

B. Deep Reinforcement Learning

Although RL has been used for many years in a wide array
of fields, including dialogue systems and robot planning, only
recently has deep RL begun to gain popularity among NLP re-
searchers. Mnih et al.’s work on playing Atari games [25] led
the shift from previous state-of-the-art Markov decision pro-
cesses [26] to the current use of Q-networks to learn which
actions to take to maximize reward and achieve a high score.
While Mnih et al. used convolutional neural networks with video
input for playing games, and Narasimhan et al. used deep RL
for playing text-based games [5], the same strategy is also ap-
plicable to dialogue systems. Li et al. showed that deep RL
models enabled chatbots to generate more diverse, informative,
and coherent responses than standard encoder-decoder mod-
els [27]. Other work leveraged RL to construct a personalized
dialogue system for a coffee-ordering task, where action poli-
cies were the sum of general and personal Q-functions [28].
Li et al. used RL in the movie domain to learn when to ask a
teacher questions, and showed that the learner improved at an-
swering factual questions about a movie when it clarified the
question or asked for help or additional knowledge [29]. Simi-
lar to our hybrid model that balances a rule-based approach with

RL, Henderson et al. used a hybrid supervised and RL technique
trained on the COMMUNICATOR corpus for flight booking, al-
though they found that a supervised approach outperformed the
hybrid [30].

Deep reinforcement learning has also been successfully ap-
plied to task-oriented dialogue, which is similar to our diet track-
ing application. Zhao et al. used a deep Q-network to jointly
track the dialogue state with a long short-term memory (LSTM)
network and predicted the optimal policy with a multilayer per-
ceptron to estimate the Q-values of possible actions [31]. In
their case, the goal was to guess the correct famous person out
of 100 people in Freebase by playing a 20 questions game and
asking the user simulator questions relating to attributes such
as birthplace, profession, and gender. While their questions are
binary Yes/No questions, ours have many options to choose
from. Another similar work responded to users with a match-
ing movie entity from a knowledge base after asking for various
attributes, such as actors or the release year [32]. Their system
first learned from a rule-based agent and then switched to RL.
They used a gated recurrent unit (GRU) network to track dia-
logue state and another GRU with a fully-connected layer and
softmax on top to model policies. The main difference between
our work and Dhingra et al.’s is they modeled uncertainty over
database slots with a posterior distribution over knowledge base
entities [32]. Williams et al. focused on initiating phone calls
to contacts in an address book, and discovered that RL after
pre-training with supervised learning accelerated the learning
rate [33]. Peng et al. used a hierarchical deep RL model to con-
duct dialogues with multiple tasks interleaved from different
domains [34].

Finally, Li et al. focused on optimizing all components in a
task-oriented dialogue system simultaneously, in a single end-
to-end neural network trained with RL for booking movie tick-
ets [35]. In our case, the tagger and database ranker are separately
trained components, and the RL policy is learned solely for ask-
ing followup clarification questions, without affecting the other
steps in the pipeline. In future work, it would be interesting to
explore jointly learning tagging, database mapping, and asking
followup questions all in one model. In addition, since we do
not have any dialogue data, we cannot train a user simulator
and dialogue manager as is typically done. Instead of allowing
open-ended responses from the user, the system provides a sam-
ple of possible options from which the user selects one. There-
fore, the user simulator does not need to generate responses,
and can be assumed to select the correct option each time (or
we could introduce random noise if we wanted to simulate users
occasionally answering questions incorrectly). Finally, the tag-
ger in Li et al.’s work is an LSTM that jointly predicts intent
and slots. In our work, the tagger is a CNN that only predicts
slots, since there is only one intent (i.e., logging food). In sum-
mary, our RL agent for asking followup clarification questions
is easily ported from one dialogue system and domain to an-
other, where all of the components are already trained, rather
than requiring the entire system to be trained from scratch,
and our approach works even when no training dialogues are
available.
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Fig. 2. A sample USDA food item with the food ID 42291 and database name “Peanut butter, reduced sodium.”

III. CORPORA

A. USDA Food Database

Our data is composed of two pieces—the structured food
database, provided online by the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA),6 and our natural language data. The USDA
food database consists of 7,793 standard reference foods (e.g.,
produce, meat, bread, and cereal), as well as 239,533 branded
food products (e.g., MCCORMICK & COMPANY, INC.). Each
food item contains a unique ID, food name (consisting of a
comma-separated list of descriptors, e.g., “Milk, 2%, without
added vitamins”), and nutrition facts per serving size (see Fig. 2
for an example food item).

B. Natural Language Corpus

The second type of data we used to train our models was the
natural language meal descriptions we collected via the crowd-
sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Previ-
ously [36], we collected 22 k meal descriptions and their as-
sociated semantic annotations. However, the problem with this
data is we did not know the correct USDA answers for each meal
description. Here, we instead adopt a different strategy by asking
Turkers to generate a meal description that matches a selected
subset of USDA items. This enables us to build models that di-
rectly map from meal descriptions to USDA foods. We do not
know the order or location of the foods in the meal description,
but these can be inferred automatically by the neural network.

In order to generate reasonable meal description tasks, we
partitioned the over 5 k foods in the USDA database into specific
meals such as breakfast, dinner, etc. (see Table III). A given
task was randomly assigned a subset of 97ndash;12 food items
from different categories. To reduce biasing the language used
by Turkers, we included images of the food items along with
the less natural USDA titles (see Fig. 3). Turkers were asked to

6https://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb/search/list

select at least three of the foods, and generate a meal description
using these items (see Fig. 4 for the actual AMT interface).
This enabled workers to select foods that would typically be
eaten together, producing more natural meal descriptions and
quantities.

IV. DATABASE MAPPING WITH SEMANTIC VECTORS

The natural language understanding component of a diet
tracking system requires mapping a spoken or written meal de-
scription to the corresponding USDA food database matches.
Following the work of [37], the first step consists of a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) followed by re-ranking to generate
a ranked list of the top-n USDA foods (n = 500 in our exper-
iments) per tagged food segment. We employed two steps to
achieve a system that directly selects the best USDA matches
for a given meal description: 1) we constructed a CNN model
that learns vector representations for USDA food items through
a binary verification task (i.e., whether or not a USDA item is
mentioned in a meal description), and 2) we computed dot prod-
ucts over learned embeddings to rank the food database entries.
The full system is depicted in Fig. 5.

A. Learning Semantic Embeddings With CNNs

As shown in Figure 6, our model is composed of a shared
64-dimension embedding layer, followed by one convolution
layer above the embedded meal description, and max-pooling
over the embedded USDA food name. The text is tokenized us-
ing spaCy.7 The meal CNN computes a 1D convolution of 64
filters spanning a window of three tokens with a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation. During training, both the USDA input’s
max-pooling and the CNN’s convolution over the meal descrip-
tion are followed by dropout [38] of probability 0.1,8 and batch
normalization [39] to maintain a mean near zero and a standard

7https://spacy.io
8Performance was better with 0.1 dropout than 0.2 or no dropout.
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Fig. 3. The instructions and example meal diaries shown to workers in our AMT data collection task.

deviation close to one. A dot product is performed between the
max-pooled 64-dimension USDA vector and each 64-dimension
CNN output of the meal description. Mean-pooling9 across these
dot products yields a single scalar value, followed by a sigmoid
layer for final prediction.10 This design is motivated by our goal
to compare the similarity of specific words in a meal description
to each USDA food.

9The inverse (mean-pooling before dot product) hurt performance.
10Note that our approach would work for newly added database entries, since

we can feed the new database foods name into the pre-trained CNN to generate a
learned embedding. This is the strength of using a binary prediction task, rather
than a softmax output, so we do not have to re-train the network every time the
database adds a new entry.

To prepare the data for training, we padded each text input to
100 tokens,11 and limited the vocabulary to the most frequent
3,000 words, setting the rest to UNK. We trained the model
to predict each (USDA food, meal) input pair as a match or
not (1 or 0) with a threshold of 0.5 on the output. The model
was optimized with Adam [40] on binary cross-entropy loss,
norm clipping at 0.1, a learning rate of 0.001, early stopping
after the loss stops decreasing for the second time on the vali-
dation data (i.e., 20% of the data), and mini-batches of 16 sam-
ples. We removed capitalization and commas from the USDA
foods.

11We selected 100 as an upper bound since the longest meal description in
the data contained 93 words.
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Fig. 4. The AMT interface, where Turkers had to check off at least three foods, and write a “response” (i.e., meal description containing those food items).

B. Semantic Tagging and Re-Ranking at Test Time

At test time, rather than feeding the entire meal description
into the CNN, we instead first perform semantic tagging as a
pre-processing step to identify individual food segments [36],
[37], and subsequently rank database foods via dot products
with their learned embeddings. A CNN tagger [41] labels to-
kens as Begin-Food, Inside-Food, Quantity, and Other. Then,
we feed a food segment into the pre-trained embedding layer
in the model described in Section IV-A to generate vectors
for each token. Finally, we average the vectors for tokens in
each tagged food segment (i.e., consecutive tokens labeled
Begin-Food and Inside-Food), and compute the dot products
between these food segments and each previously computed

and stored USDA food vector.12 The dot products are used to
rank the USDA foods in two steps: a fast-pass ranking, fol-
lowed by fine-grained re-ranking that weights important words
more heavily. For example, simple ranking would yield generic
milk as the top hit for 2% milk, whereas re-ranking focuses
on the property 2% and correctly identifies 2% milk as the top
match.
� Ranking: initial ranking of USDA foods using dot products

between USDA vectors and food segment vectors.

12Our approach with CNN-learned embeddings significantly outperforms re-
ranking with skipgram embeddings [42]. For comparison, on breakfast descrip-
tions, our model achieves 64.8% top-5 recall, whereas re-ranking with skipgrams
only yields 3.0% top-5 recall.
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Fig. 5. The full system framework, where the user’s meal is first tagged, then
passed to the database lookup component, which consists of re-ranking based
on learned CNN embeddings, followed by RL for asking followup clarification
questions to narrow down the top-n ranked USDA hits to five.

Fig. 6. Architecture of our CNN model for predicting whether a USDA food
entry is mentioned in a meal, and simultaneously learns semantic embeddings.

� Re-ranking: fine-grained word-by-word cos similarity13

ranking of the top-30 hits with weighted distance D [43].

D =
∑

i

αi max
j

(wi · wj) +
1

N

∑

j

βj max
i

(wi · wj) (1)

whereN refers to the length of the tagged food segment. The left-
hand term finds the most similar meal description token wj to
each USDA token wi, weighted by the probability αi that token
was used to describe the USDA food item in the training data. In
the same way, the right-hand term finds the most similar USDA
token wi to each meal token wj , weighted by the probability βj

13Note that for the initial ranking, we use dot product similarity scores, but
for word-by-word similarity re-ranking, we use cosine distance. These distances
were selected empirically, where on the dataset of all foods, these metrics yielded
higher food recall than using dot products for both ranking steps, or cosine
distance for both, and Euclidean distance was the worst.

Fig. 7. A reranking example for the food “chili” and matching USDA item
“chili with beans canned.” There is only oneβ0 term in the right-hand summation
of equation 1, since there is only a single token “chili” from the meal description.

TABLE I
MEAL DESCRIPTION STATISTICS, ORGANIZED BY CATEGORY

TABLE II
NEAREST NEIGHBOR FOODS TO THREE LEARNED USDA FOOD VECTORS

TABLE III
POSSIBLE ACTIONS (I.E., FOOD ATTRIBUTES) AVAILABLE TO THE MODEL,

WITH EXAMPLE FOOD ITEMS FOR EACH

that token wj was used to describe that USDA food item in the
training data (see Fig. 7).14

C. Analysis of Learned Semantic Embeddings

Here we show through qualitative analysis that the CNN
model is indeed learning meaningful vector representations of
the USDA food entries, which is why it successfully maps from
meal descriptions to USDA foods. If we look at the nearest neigh-
bor to three USDA foods (see Table II) using Euclidean distance,
we observe that the neighbors are in fact semantically similar. In
addition, we can look at a t-SNE plot of the learned vectors for

14Although the sum appears biased toward longer USDA foods, the right-hand
term is over each token in the food segment, which is fixed, and the left-hand
term is normalized by the α weights. Dividing D by the number of tokens in
the USDA food item hurt performance (39.8% recall on breakfast data versus
64.8% with the best model).
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Fig. 8. A t-SNE plot of the learned embeddings for each USDA food database entry, where the color corresponds to the food category, and foods in the same
category tend to cluster together. The center consists of several different clusters. The black points are fruits and fruit juices, and the dark blue are beverages. Since
these are both drinks, they overlap. We hypothesize that the red cluster for dairy and egg that lies near the center is milk, since the center clusters are primarily
related to beverages. In addition, just below the breakfast cereals, we note there are several teal points for cereal grains and pasta, which again has a reasonable
location near cereals. The two small clusters of purple points, one which overlaps with breakfast cereals, and the other inside the cereal grains and pasta cluster,
represent sweets and snacks. These may lie close to cereals since some sweets and snacks (e.g., Rice Krispie treats, Chex Mix) contain cereal.

Fig. 9. Dot products between top USDA hits and meal tokens for the meal
description “for dinner I had a big mac with an extra teaspoon of ketchup and
a peeled banana.”

each USDA food item, where a point is a single database food
entry, and the color is the food category. In Fig. 8, we see that
there are clusters corresponding to food categories (e.g., break-
fast cereals are all yellow, baked products are green, and dairy
and egg food items are red), which indicates that the learned
embeddings for semantically related foods lie close together in
vector space, as expected.

Looking at the model’s predicted dot products between USDA
foods and each token in a meal description, we observe spikes
at tokens corresponding to that USDA food entry. We visualize
the spike profile of the dot products at each token for the top
USDA hits in Fig. 9. Despite the spelling mismatch, the USDA
foods “McDonald’s Big Mac” and “Fast Foods, Cheeseburger”
spike at “big mac,” “Catsup” peaks at “ketchup,” and “Bananas,
Raw” matches “peeled banana.”

V. ASKING FOLLOWUP QUESTIONS WITH RL

The CNN re-ranking approach described in Section IV only
yields 54.9% top-5 test set recall (i.e., how many times the cor-
rect USDA food appears in the top-5 ranking), but we would
ideally achieve 90% top-5 recall in a system deployed to real
users. Thus, in this work, we demonstrate that asking followup
clarification questions about food attributes boosts top-5 recall to
89.0%. We investigated two hybrid reinforcement learning (RL)
models: one using the rule-based method, and another based on
entropy. The hybrid approach asks the first question according
to the rule-based or entropy-based method’s ordering, and after-
ward selects actions using the RL strategy. This method enables
us to combine an expert-engineered solution (either starting with
the most intuitive high-level question about category defined by
hand-crafted rules, or computed using entropy), while also ap-
plying a deep Q-network to learn which attributes to ask next.

A. Rule-Based Followup

In this baseline approach, the dialogue agent asks about each
food attribute in a pre-defined order: category, name, brand, type,
milkfat, fat, sweetness, addons, salt, packing style, preparation
method, and caffeine (see Table III). Any attributes for which
the remaining hits all have the same value are skipped, since
asking the value of these attributes would not narrow down the
USDA hits any further.

B. Entropy-Based Followup

In a 20-questions-style task, such as that implemented by Zhao
& Eskenazi to guess famous people in Freebase [31], an analytic
solution based on an entropy measurement may be used to de-
termine the optimal question to ask at each dialogue turn. In this
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scenario, Yes/No questions are asked (e.g., “Is it a man?”) in
an order chosen to minimize the number of questions required.
Thus, the goal is to select the action that maximizes informa-
tion gain (i.e., the reduction in entropy after asking a question),
where entropy is defined as:

H(X) =
∑

x∈X
P (x) log2

1

P (x)
(2)

However, in our work, instead of asking simple binary Yes/No
questions, we are asking more complex questions that have mul-
tiple options as choices for the user to select from.15 Instead of
asking, “Was the brand Kellogg’s?” we are asking, “Which brand
was it?” We select the food attribute with the maximum entropy
at each turn. For a given attribute, we define X as the set of pos-
sible values among the current top-n ranked foods (including
null), and compute H(X) via Eq. 2.

C. RL Followup

Since the rule-based approach always asks questions in the
same order, we investigated whether a machine learning ap-
proach could figure out the best order of questions to ask in order
to boost food recall further over the deterministic ordering. We
do not know the optimal order until the end of the dialogue is
reached and we can check whether the matching USDA hit was
in the top-5 results, so we explored RL for this task because it
uses delayed rewards computed at the end of each dialogue to
update the model. As in a typical RL setup, the agent performs
actions given the current state of the environment, and these
actions result in rewards, which the agent learns from in order
to choose future actions that maximize reward.

State The state s consists of the food segment’s tokens (e.g.,
“bacon”); the USDA food IDs remaining in the narrowed-down,
ranked list of matches; and the list of remaining actions, where
each index is a possible food attribute, and the value at that index
is 1 if the action has not been asked yet, or 0 if it has already
been asked. For example, the binary action mask would be [0,
1, ... ,1] after one turn where the system asked about category
(assuming the first action refers to the category attribute).

Action At each step, the RL agent must determine which
action a to take by selecting one of the food attributes (see
Table III) to ask a followup question about. Given state st, an
action at is selected either randomly with probability ε, which
decays from 1.0 to 0.01 at a rate of 0.995 in each minibatch, or
as the argmax of the Q-network.

Reward r is defined as in [32]:

r =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−0.1× turn if dialogue not done

2(1− (rank − 1)/5.0) else if rank ≤ 5

−1 otherwise

(3)

where turn refers to the index of the followup question that is
being asked, and rank is the final ranking of the correct food
item (i.e., 1 is best).

The RL agent uses a two-layer feed-forward neural network
(see Fig. 10) to estimate the Q-value (i.e., the expected sum

15If we were to ask Yes/No questions, we would have to choose from 4,880
possible (attribute, value) pairs.

Fig. 10. The RL Q-network architecture, composed of a simple feed-forward
(FF) layer followed by a softmax, which takes as input the tagged food segment
(embedded and max-pooled), concatenated with a 1-hot vector of the top-500
ranked hits. The softmax output is multiplied by a binary action mask with
zeros masking out all the previously selected actions and ones for the remaining
actions. The first step is ranking all possible USDA food database matches, or
hits, and selecting the top-n (n = 500). Each of the USDA foods is assigned
an index in the 1-hot vector where the number of dimensions is the number
of unique USDA foods, and the vector is initialized with zero. The foods that
remain in the top-n ranking (starting with 500, and narrowed down after each
turn) are assigned a value of one in the 1-hot vector.

of discounted future rewards). The dialogue is considered done
when there are no more attributes remaining, or there are fewer
than five USDA hits left to narrow down. Every 500 steps, the
network gets updated based on a randomly sampled minibatch
of 16 previously stored turns (i.e., using experience replay [31]).

The Q-network predicts Q-values for each action given the
current input state s with a softmax layer. We define our policy
as selecting the next action a either randomly with probability
ε (i.e., exploration) or via the argmax of the predicted Q-values
with probability 1− ε (i.e., exploitation). The loss for the Q-
network, given chosen action a, is as follows, where discount
factor γ = 0.9:

L =
1

2
(r + γmax

a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a))2 (4)

As described in Algorithm 1, during training, we first initialize
the experience replay memory and Q-network. Then, for each
training sample, we iterate through the cycle shown in Fig. 11
until the dialogue ends. Each dialogue begins with the user’s
food description (e.g., “a slice of bacon”), which is converted
to the start state s1. Given the current state st, an action at is
selected either randomly with probability ε, which decays from
1.0 to 0.01 at a rate of 0.995 during each minibatch update, or
as the argmax of the Q-network.

Using selected action at, the system follows up by asking
about the chosen food attribute: “Please select the category for
bacon: meat, oils...” and the user selects the correct attribute
value (e.g., meat). The reward rt is computed and new state
st+1 determined by narrowing down the remaining top-nUSDA
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Fig. 11. The RL flow, where the current state is fed through the Q network to
generate Q-values for each possible action. The action with the highest Q-value
(or a random action) is selected, which is used to determine the reward and
update the new state, continuing the cycle until the dialogue ends.

Algorithm 1: RL Training Algorithm.
1: Initialize experience replay memory D
2: Initialize DQN parameters θ
3: for i = 1, N do
4: Initialize start state s1 by ranking top-50 hits

for meal
5: while ¬done do
6: if random() < ε then
7: Execute random action at
8: else
9: Execute action at = argmaxQ(st, a)

10: Observe next state st+1 and reward rt
11: Determine whether dialogue is done
12: Store memory (st, at, rt, st+1, done) in D
13: Sample random mini batch of memories

(sj , aj , rj , sj+1, donej) from D
14: yj =

{
rj if donej
rj + γmaxa′ Q(sj+1, a

′; θt) else
15: Perform gradient descent step on the loss

L(θ) = 1
2 (yj −Q(sj , a); θ)

2

hits based on the user’s chosen attribute value. The experience
(st, at, st+1, rt, done) is saved to the replay memory, where
done is a boolean variable indicating whether the dialogue has
ended. The loop repeats, feeding the new state st+1 into the Q-
network again to generate Q-values for each action, until the
dialogue ends and done is true. The dialogue ends when there
are five (or fewer) foods remaining, and the system returns the
ranked list of USDA hits (e.g., “The results for bacon are: 10862–
Pork, cured, bacon, pan-fried; 10998–Canadian bacon, cooked,
pan-fried”).

We use Adam [40] to optimize the Q-network, rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation and a hidden dimension size of 256 in
the feed-forward layer, and 50-dimension embeddings. We pro-
cess the user’s raw input by tokenizing with the Spacy toolkit.
Each token is converted to a vocabulary index, padded with ze-
roes to a standardized length (i.e., the longest food segment),
and fed through an embedding layer mapping each token index
to a 50-dimensional vector. Maxpooling selects the maximum

TABLE IV
FOOD RECALL WITH FOLLOWUPS, COMPARED TO A RE-RANKING CNN

BASELINE WITHOUT FOLLOWUP [44]. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE (T-TEST

BASED ON FINAL RANK OF THE CORRECT FOOD) IS SHOWN, FOR HYBRID

RULES-RL COMPARED TO OTHER METHODS (** FOR p < .00001)

value across all tokens for each dimension, resulting in a single
50-dimensional vector representation of the user’s input. The
1-hot vector of top-500 hits is a binary list of all possible USDA
hits in the food database, where each index corresponds to a
food item, and the value at that index is 1 if that food is still in
the ranked list, or 0 if not.

D. Experimental Results

For all our experiments, we used the written food descriptions
and corresponding USDA food database matches collected on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), as described in Section III,
with 78,980 samples over the full USDA database of 5,156 foods,
where Turkers wrote natural language descriptions about USDA
foods [43]. To build the food knowledge base, we parsed each
USDA entry and determined the values for the 12 manually
defined food attributes (see Table III) with a set of heuristics
involving string matching. We computed top-1 and top-5 USDA
food recall (i.e., percentage of instances in which the correct
USDA match was ranked first or in top-5) on 10% held-out test
data.

E. Results From a User Simulator

We see in Table IV the performance of each of our expert-
engineered and RL models for asking followups, along with the
baseline re-ranking method taken from [44]. We also compare
against a logistic regression baseline, which performs signifi-
cantly worse than deep RL, illustrating why we need a deep Q-
network with more than one layer. These results rely on a user
simulator that is assumed to always choose the correct attribute
value for the gold standard food item. The ground truth data
consist of user food logs (e.g., “a slice of bacon”) and match-
ing USDA foods (e.g., 10862–Pork, cured, bacon, pan-fried). At
each turn, the system asks the user to select an attribute value
(e.g., “Please select preparation style for bacon: fried, baked...”),
and the simulator selects the value for the correct USDA food
(e.g., preparation style=fried).16

16In our work, if an attribute does not apply to a particular USDA food, it is
assigned the null value, which is one solution for handling attributes that do
not apply to all answer candidates.
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Fig. 12. An example interaction with the AMT task for online evaluation of
the dialogue system.

Fig. 13. Top-1 and top-5 food recall per model, evaluated on AMT.

All the followup approaches significantly outperform the
baseline, boosting top-1 recall from 27.3% to 68.0% with en-
tropy. The rule-based and entropy-based solutions are at opposite
ends of the spectrum: using rules results in shorter dialogues, but
lower recall, whereas the entropy solution has the highest recall,
but longer dialogues. The RL agents find a balance between
short dialogues and high recall. This tradeoff is similar to that
in [45], where longer dialogues achieved higher precision with
followup. This is because the rule-based method asks questions
that have many possible attribute values as options, so when
one of these options is chosen, the dialogue is already close to
completion; however, since we limit the options shown to 10 to
avoid overwhelming the user when the system is used by hu-
mans, the correct USDA food may be omitted, lowering food
recall. The hybrid RL model strikes a balance between the rule-
based method with fewer turns, and the entropy solution with
high food recall.

F. Results From an Online Study With Humans

While the user simulator answers every question correctly,
this is likely not true for humans interacting with the live sys-
tem. Thus, we cannot assume the user will perfectly answer every
question. In addition to maximizing recall, we want to minimize
frustration while interacting with the system. Therefore, we con-
ducted studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk to evaluate the var-
ious systems on both metrics, recall and ease of use, to confirm
our hypothesis that the questions asked by the RL models are
indeed the most intuitive and natural to people, enabling them to

Fig. 14. Average turns per model, evaluated on AMT.

Fig. 15. Average perceived accuracy, frustration, and naturalness scores
(lower is better) in the AMT study (* for p < 0.05, as compared to hybrid
rules-RL).

TABLE V
EXAMPLE TARGET USDA FOODS FOR FIVE LEARNED FOLLOWUP PATTERNS

ASKED BY THE RL MODEL

answer questions more accurately and resulting in higher recall
scores.

We incorporated our followup clarification dialogue system
into a server and built an AMT task in which workers interacted
with the system to narrow down the top-500 food options to
the correct match, given the spoken food description and cor-
rect USDA food. We showed the possible attribute values at
each turn, and displayed the top-10 food names per option (see
Fig. 12). We paid $0.10 per task, and evaluated 1000 test samples
for three models: rules, entropy, and hybrid rules-RL. We asked
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Turkers to rate the interaction for perceived accuracy, frustra-
tion, and naturalness on a scale from 1 to 3, where 1 is the best
and 3 is the worst.

In Fig. 13, we see the same pattern for food recall on humans
as with the user simulator: the entropy-based solution has the
highest recall scores, with hybrid RL in between, and rule-based
the worst. We also see in Fig. 14 that the rule-based model has
the shortest dialogues, again, and entropy-based longest. Inter-
estingly, in Fig. 15, note that the hybrid rules-RL model has sig-
nificantly better naturalness and frustration scores than rules and
entropy, respectively. And despite entropy’s high recall, Turkers
rated it as the least accurate.

An analysis of the order of attributes asked by the RL model
indicates a meaningful relationship with the target USDA food
item described by the user. For example, in Table V, we see that
the model asks about brands for branded food products; fat for
meat, baked goods, and dairy; salt for vegetables and cheese;
and addons for foods with added ingredients.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The contributions of this paper are two-fold: 1) we learned
semantic vector representations of natural language with a
novel model for mapping directly from natural language meal
descriptions to matching USDA food database entries, and
2) we demonstrated the success of deep RL for asking fol-
lowup clarification questions in the novel nutrition domain.
Our neural approach to handling the text mismatch between
messy natural language user queries and structured database
entries both removes the need for manual feature engineer-
ing, and automatically learns semantic embeddings of natural
language.

We compared RL to rule-based and entropy-based solutions
for asking followup clarification questions, demonstrating a
tradeoff between shorter dialogues and higher food recall. Ask-
ing followup questions significantly boosts recall, from 27.3%
without any clarifications, to 66.4% top-1 recall with hybrid
rules-RL followup. We also demonstrated that the hybrid RL
model achieves the highest perceived naturalness and frustra-
tion scores when evaluated on humans.

In future work, we will add an option for users to speak or type
a response to followup questions and will automatically narrow
down the options as the user speaks or types. We also will make
use of the attributes specified in the user’s initial meal diary to
avoid re-asking that attribute. Finally, we will investigate RL for
online learning of users’ preferences.

APPENDIX A
SAMPLE DIALOGUES

We show sample interactions with the hybrid rules-RL model
in Table VI for the meal “I had eggs with bacon and a glass of
milk,” where we assume the user has eaten fresh scrambled eggs,
regular bacon (i.e., as opposed to meatless or low sodium), and
a glass of 1% milk. We observe that, in general, the questions
asked by the hybrid RL model seem fairly intuitive. For example,
it asks about the preparation style of the eggs and bacon, as well
as the milkfat and addons for milk (i.e., with or without added

TABLE VI
SAMPLE DIALOGUE WITH THE HYBRID RL APPROACH, WHICH SELECTS THE

CORRECT TOP-1 HIT FOR ALL EATEN FOODS
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TABLE VII
SAMPLE DIALOGUE USING THE ENTROPY SOLUTION, WHICH ASKS MANY

QUESTIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE ODD, GIVEN THE FOOD (E.G., MILKFAT FOR

EGGS). IF THE USER MISTAKENLY SELECTS SALTED INSTEAD OF None, ONLY

RAW EGGS OR EGG NOODLES ARE RETURNED

vitamins). We show sample interactions with the entropy-based
and rule-based models in Tables VII and VIII, respectively, for
the same meal. Note the contrast between the short interactions
with the rule-based model, versus the lengthy conversations with
entropy.

TABLE VIII
SAMPLE DIALOGUE WITH THE RULE-BASED APPROACH, WHICH ASKS FEWER

QUESTIONS, BUT YIELDS INCORRECT RESULTS FOR EGGS AND BACON DUE TO

AMBIGUOUS NAMES (E.G., EGG VERSUS EGGS, AND BACON VERSUS PORK)
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